### Economical Rail Solution with Superior Performance

The Hampton Extruded Rail System is available in 6’, 8’ & 10’ lengths for level & radius rail runs, and 6’ & 8’ lengths for stairway applications.

- **Matte Finish** – 100% Extruded Cellular PVC with Aluminum Reinforced Core
- **Flat and Peaked 3-1/2” Rail Widths**
- **Commercial Code Approved Spans Up To 10 feet**
- **Hidden Stainless Steel Fasteners**
- **1-1/4” Square Edge Balusters and Square Edge Posts**
- **5” Standard Newel Cover, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12” Optional**
- **Solid PVC Flat & Pyramid Newel Caps, Injection Molded Cap Option**
- **Does Not Require Paint, But Can Be Painted**

### PART # DESCRIPTION | MINIMUM ORDER | QUANTITY REQUESTED | VALUE | EXTENDED PRICE
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
INTEXRS40DDT | INTEX Hampton RS40 Tri-Fold Pocket Literature, 4” x 9” (Pack of 50) | 1 pk | | $6.50
RS40MSPT | Sample Hampton Peaked Top, Bottom Rail & Reinforcement, Include Baluster & Bracket | 1 ea | | $12.40
RS40MSFT | Sample Hampton Flat Top, Bottom Rail & Reinforcement, Include | 1 ea | | $12.40
RS40MSFTM | Sample Hampton Flat/Mahogany Top, Bottom Rail & Reinforcement, Include Baluster & Bracket | 1 ea | | $13.40
RS40RAILDISP | Display, RS40 Hampton Rail, Include Flat & Peak Rail with 5” Newel Cover & Plain Cap, Includes Graphics & Literature | 1 ea | | $282.59
RS40MINIDISP | Mini Hampton Counter Display, Include RS40350F and RS40350P with 5” Newel & Flat Cap/WM75 Base Trim | 1 ea | | $166.01

**UPS/FREIGHT COSTS**

**TOTAL COST CHARGED TO MARKETING SUPPORT FUND**